Paul & Wanda here, to share with you what a beautiful day we had for our June 29th drive
with a wonderful, and diverse collection of sixteen cars our members drove. A fun group
of friends with a common cause of enjoying a drive in a special car they love. We cruised
through some pretty, rural areas, and at times "riding the tops" of our local rolling ridges
traveling through many (thank goodness) shady hills, and fun curves, to our destination of
Springfield. Great day for a convertible !

After about two hours, with a break mid way, we made our way to the "Catfish House" in
Springfield where everyone could cool off, and enjoy some plentiful, good country cookin'.
At that time everyone got to meet a local, very kind, and distinguished gentleman Joe
Moore, along with his grandson Jim Moore. After lunch the Moore's led us on a tour to a
couple of locations where he shared his awesome collection of Cars. He owns 20 beautiful,
perfectly maintained vehicles. Many were from the 1930's & 1940's era. There were
Hudson's, exceptional Packard's, special Buick's, along with antique Cadillac's (ever heard

of a Blackout Caddie-there was a time when Chrome wasn't available due to the War).
Many of which are Senior, and Junior Nationals Winners. It was truly like stepping back in
time. We also got to see a Prowler, one a kind Viper (that the youngest member of our
group fell in love with), and a one owner vintage Mustang. His collection also includes a
vintage Jag, and Ford Phaeton, however they weren't available to see at this time. Mr.
Moore is so interesting to talk with, sharing history about each Car, and many wonderful
long lost facts about these great Automobiles.

We left the Moore's with a few goodies to show our appreciation of the time they spent
with us. Giving them an NBCC hat, and a homemade Pound Cake. Just a little something
to say "ThankYou". After the tour, around 3:30, everyone made there way back
home.
Until we meet again......
Joe, and Jim Moore equally enjoyed checking out all of the cars everyone drove that day,
too. Take a look at a Video, member Paul Resch took, of Mr Moore sharing a bit of unique
history about one of his very special cars. Thanks a lot Paul R. ! Great idea ! Also, we've
included a few pictures that we took of today's drive.

We always love these Drives. It gives us the opportunity to enjoy seeing the different
areas in beautiful Middle Tennessee.
Along with trying all the different Restaurants, and delicious southern food ! We're so
lucky..... getting to experience our own "Tennessee Crossroads" ! Looking forward to the
next driving adventure, and getting together with a special group of friends. Thanks so
much for joining us !
Paul & Wanda Thompson


